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VIEWING DELTA PAY STUBS
Pilots who receive benefits from the Delta Pilots Disability and Survivorship (D&S)
Plan can view the pay stubs online at DeltaNet ExtraNet (the same website that is
used to check availability/list for non-revenue flights). To view a pay stub or to look
for a manual check that may have been written as a correction to LTD benefits:
1. Log onto DeltaNet ExtraNet using your User Name (normally your PPR
number) and Password.
2. Mouse over Employee Info and scroll down to Self Service.
3. Mouse over My Pay & Taxes, scroll over View and down to My Pay.
4. Under Paycheck Information select the year and then select the date of the
check from the drop down list.
The codes that are used on the pay stubs can be viewed by clicking on Delta
Paycheck Details-Sample. The following three codes are used in displaying the
Long Term Disability (LTD) benefit and the offset to that benefit:
PENIONOFFS: This is the amount of Delta retirement benefits that offset (reduce)
LTD benefits on a dollar for dollar basis. The PENIONOFFS figure is comprised of the
combination of Delta retirement benefits that are/were received including any lump
sum distributions from the Delta Pilots Retirement Plan or Money Pension Purchase
Plan as well as any annuity paid by the PBGC. If any benefits are/were paid in a form
other than a single life annuity, those benefits are converted to a single life annuity
value that is equivalent to the amount received.
PLTVRLTD: The variable LTD benefit.
PLTFXLTD: The fixed LTD benefit.
The PLTVRLTD and PLTFXLTD are added together to produce the current gross
LTD benefit. The PENIONOFFS is subtracted from the current LTD benefit to
produce the net LTD payable to the pilot before withholding for taxes and
miscellaneous deductions.
For reference, the Monthly Income Survivor Benefit for eligible survivors of pilots
who were receiving LTD benefits at the time of their death is 50% of the sum of
PLTVRLTD plus PLTFXLTD before the reduction of PENIONOFFS.

